Peer Advice for Statisticians: Writing Your 1st NSF Proposal Webinar

＊ START AT 1 PM ET ＊

WEDNESDAY NOV 1, 2023

Thinking about submitting your first NSF proposal in December? This webinar is for you! You’ll hear from three statisticians about their experiences writing their first proposals for NSF. They’ll pass along the advice given to them that they found most helpful, offer their own advice, and take questions from the audience.

Moderator
Jennifer Bobb, Associate Biostatistics Investigator, Kaiser Permanente Washington Health Research Institute

Panelists
Jonathan Bradley, Associate Professor, Department of Statistics, Florida State University
Charles Doss, Associate Professor, School of Statistics, University of Minnesota
Irina Gaynanova, Associate Professor, Department of Biostatistics, University of Michigan

REGISTER HERE
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Disclaimer: Opinions expressed are those of the presenters.